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Overview
• Benefits of transportation systems are
unevenly distributed (Dodson et al., 2006)

• Different levels of safety are experienced
by individuals based on sex (Kahane, 2013)

• Different travel needs in different
communities based on age, income, race,
gender, ability, etc. (Klein et al., 2018; Boarnet et
al., 2020; Prescott et al., 2021; Corran et al., 2018)
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Two Primary Categories

Community

Individual

Equitable resource allocation

Inclusive vehicular design
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Vehicular Design – Motivation

Women are more likely than men to be killed or injured in crashes of equal
severity (Kahane, 2013)
In comparable crashes, a belt-restrained female driver will sustain severe
injuries 47% higher than a belt-retrained male driver (Bose et al., 2011)
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Vehicular Design – Motivation

Females and males have different anthropometry
(Schneider et al., 1983)

Crash test dummies used to test vehicles used in the
US and Europe are only based on scaled 50th
percentile male data (Linder and Svedberg, 2019)
Female drivers are also naturally “out of position
drivers” in the U.S. (NHTSA, 2015)

“What You Can Do,” NHTSA, 2015
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Methodology
Massachusetts Ambulance
Trip Record Information
System (MATRIS)

Massachusetts Crash
Data System (CDS)
• Age
• Sex
• Manner of collision
• Rear-end, angle,
etc.
• Airbag deployment
• Vehicle year
• Etc.

Dataset
Three years of data,
2014 - 2016

• Primary anatomic injury
location
• One primary injury
selected per patient

After omitted/blank data of
study variables,
Over 20,000 crashes for
analysis
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Results – Injury Differences
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Results – Injury Differences
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Results – Injury Differences
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Results – Injury Differences
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Probability of injury accounting for all inputs

Results – Airbag Deployment

No Injury†

Male
Female

16%

- Aligns with previous literature
- Suggests there is a need for airbag

14%
12%

development based on occupant’s
specific anthropometric characteristics
(sex, height, weight)

10%
8%
6%

Airbag not
deployed

Airbag
deployed
†p<0.1; *p<0.05; **p<0.01
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Probability of injury accounting for all inputs

Results – Vehicle Model Year
Male

No Injury

Female

- Not statistically significant, but less of a
change for female drivers than male
drivers over time

15%

- Less predictable injury occurrence for

10%

female drivers
1960

1980

2000

Vehicle Model Year
†p<0.1; *p<0.05; **p<0.01
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Probability of injury accounting for all inputs

Results – Vehicle Model Year

Back Injury*

Male

Male

Neck Injury*

Female

Female

35%
30%

30%
25%

20%

20%
15%

10%

10%

1960

1980

2000

1960

Vehicle Model Year

1980

2000

Vehicle Model Year
†p<0.1; *p<0.05; **p<0.01
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Significant Takeaways & Applications
Female drivers are more likely than male
drivers to sustain an injury in comparable
crash conditions, and specifically, neck,
chest, and abdomen injuries

Further research should
examine why certain injuries
occur more frequently for
female drivers

Vehicle designs, testing, and
safety technology should
consider injury locations for
varying crash scenarios

Safety programs/agencies should
investigate specific injury disparities to
create safer environments for female
drivers, including in regards seat design,
airbag design and placement, etc.
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Local Resource Allocation - Motivation

3.6 times higher fatal
crash rate on local
roads compared to
interstates & arterials
(FHWA, 2019)

§ 77% of US roads are owned by local governments (FHWA, 2018)
§ Municipal roadways have increased safety challenges as small governments:
§ lack financial resources (Brown, 1980; Landes, 2009)
§ more likely to reduce expenditures than create revenue (MacManus & Pammer, 1990)
§ require more mobility options on a smaller budget
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Funding &
Resources
Region 1

$$

Region 2

$$

Level of Safety

***
**
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Funding &
Resources
Region 1

$$

Region 2

$$$

Level of Safety

***
***
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Methodology
Demographic and population data

Distance from urbanized region

Municipal highway expenditure data

Local mileage data
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Methodology
Municipal survey data

Municipal road crash data
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Data Envelopment Analysis Description

$$
Given Annual Municipal
Highway Funding

System efficiency

Decrease Annual
Municipal Crashes
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Data Envelopment Analysis study description

$$
Given Annual Municipal
Highway Funding

System efficiency
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location
Number of local miles
Population
Number of local highway staff
Road Safety Audits
% population white
% population older
% population in poverty
etc.

Decrease Annual
Municipal Crashes
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EPDO = (property damage only crashes)*W1
+ (injury crashes)*W2 + (fatal crashes)*W3
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24
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Significant Takeaways & Applications
At the municipal level:
- Increase # of highway
maintenance staff
- Increase Road Safety Audits

At the state/region level:
- Increase support/funding for rural
communities
- Increase support/funding for racial minority
communities

Data envelopment analysis effective and
useful for regional efficiency and equity
studies

Equivalent Property Damage Only
(EPDO) calculations impact
outcome
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There is a need to prioritize investment
based on risk at both the community and
individual levels to create safe and
equitable mobility for all.
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Implementing Change for Equitable Safety

Frame question/issue

Collect data to better
understand problem

Integrated
decision making

Have challenging
conversations
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